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Abstract. Let )(dn ( )(dn ) be the set of connected non-bipartite 

( unicyclic ) graphs with n  vertices and diameter d . In this paper, we first 

determine the graph whose least eigenvalue of the signless Laplacian attains the 

minimum in )(dn , then by by the eigenvalue interlacing property, the 

problem of determining the minimizing graph in )(dn  can be transformed 

to that of determining the minimizing graph in )(dn . Thus we obtain a 

lower bound for the least eigenvalue of the signless Laplacian of a non-bipartite 

graph in terms of the diameter d . 
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1   Introduction 

   Let G  be a simple graph with vertices n,,2,1  , of degrees 

nddd ,,, 21  , respectively. Let )(GA be the (0, 1)-adjacency matrix of G , and let 

)(GD  be the diagonal matrix ),,,( 21 nddddiag  . The matrix 

)()()( GAGDGL   is the  Laplacian of G , while )()()( GAGDGQ   

is called the signless Laplacian of G . We call the eigenvalues of )(GQ  the 

Q eigenvalues of graph G , it is known that )(GQ  is nonnegative, symmetric 

and positive semidefinite. So its eigenvalues are all nonnegative real numbers and can 

be arranged as 0)()()( 21  GqGqGq n . The least Q eigenvalue is 
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)(Gqn , and the eigenvectors corresponding to )(Gqn  are called  the first 

Q eigenvectors of G . For the properties of the least Q eigenvalue, we refer the 

readers to [1-6]. A graph is called minimizing in a class of graphs if its least 

Q eigenvalue attains the minimum among all graphs in the class. Denote by 

)(dn  ( )(dn ) the set of connected non-bipartite (unicyclic) graphs with n  

vertices and diameter d .  Let ),( dgn  denote the set of unicyclic graphs of 

order n  with odd girth g  and diameter d , (
2

1


g
d ). 
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Fig.1 

 

  If G is connected, then 0)( Gqn if and only if G is bipartite. So, 

connected non-bipartite graphs are considered here. The investigation on the lower 

bound of the least Q eigenvalue of a graph is an important topic in the theory of 

Q spectra. M. Desai, V. Rao discuss the relationship between the least 

Q eigenvalue and the bipartiteness of graphs in [8]. Cardoso et al. [3] and Fan et al. 

[10] investigate the least Q eigenvalue of non-bipartite unicyclic graphs. Liu et al. 

[11] give some bounds for the clique number and independence number of graphs in 

terms of the least Q eigenvalue. Lima et al. [7] survey the known results and 

present some new ones for the least Q eigenvalue. Wang et al. [13] investigated 

how the least Q eigenvalue of a graph changes by relocating a bipartite branch 
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from one vertex to another vertex, and minimized the least Q eigenvalue among 

the connected graphs of fixed order which contain a given non-bipartite graph as an 

induced subgraph. Fan et al. [14] determine the minimizing graph of non-partite 

graphs in terms of the number of pendant vertices. 

In this paper, we first show that ),( dgUn  (see Fig.1) is the unique 

minimizing graph in ),( dgn , and then determine that ),3( dUn  is the unique 

minimizing graph in )(dn . At last, by the eigenvalue interlacing property (see 

following Lemma 2.6), the problem of determining the minimizing graph in )(dn  

can be transformed to that of determining the minimizing graph in )(dn . 

 

2. Preliminaries 

We first introduce some notations. Let nC  and nP  to denote the cycle and the 

path, on n  vertices, respectively. We also use nvvvP ,, 21  to denote a path 

on vertices nvvv ,, 21  with edges 1iivv  for  1,,2,1  ni  . Let )(vNG  

be the set of the neighborhood of the vertex v  in graph G . Let G  be a graph, 

G  is called trivial if it contains only one vertex; otherwise, it is called nontrivial. 

Graph G  is called unicyclic if it is connected and has the same number of vertices 

and edges (or G  contains exactly one cycle). The girth of G  is the minimum of 

the lengths of all cycles in G . A  pendant vertex of G  is a vertex of degree 1. A 

path tt vvvvP ,,, 110    in G  is called a  pendant path  if 3
0
vd , 

2
121


tvvv ddd   and 1
tvd . If 1t , then 10vv  is a pendant edge of 

G .  

Let ),,( 21
 nxxxx   be a column vector, and let G  be a graph on 

vertices  nvvvGV ,,)( 21 . The vector x  can be viewed as a function defined 
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on )(GV ; that is, any vertex iv  is given by the value 
ivi xx  . Thus the quadratic 

form Qxx  can be written as 

 2
)( 


GEuv vu xxQxx . 

One can find that q  is a Q eigenvalue of G  corresponding to an eigenvector 

x  if and only if 0x  and 

   


)(vNu uvv
G

xxdq , 

for each )(GVv . In addition, for an arbitrary unit vector x , 

 xGQxGqn )()(  , 

with equality if and only if x  is a first Q eigenvector of G . 

Let 1G  and 2G  be two vertex-disjoint graphs, and let 1Gv , 2Gu . The 

coalescence of 1G  and 2G  with respect to v  and u , denoted by 21 GG  , is 

obtained from 1G  and 2G  by identifying v  with u  and forming a new vertex. 

Let G  be a connected graph, and let v  be a cut vertex of G . Then G  can be 

expressed in the form )()( vFvHG  , where H  and F  are subgraphs of 

G  both containing v . Here, we call H  ( or F )  a branch of G with root v . 

With respect to a vector x  defined on G , the branch H  is called a  zero branch 

if 0vx  for all )(HVv ; otherwise, H  is called a nonzero branch. 

Let )()( 221 uGvGG  , )()( 211 uGvGG 
, where 1v  and 2v  are 

two distinct vertices of 1G  and u  is a vertex of 2G . We say that 
G  is obtained 

from G  by relocating 2G  from 2v  to 1v . Then, we give some lemmas that will 

be used in the proof of our result. 

Lemma 2.1 ([13]) Let H  be a bipartite branch of a connected graph G  with root 

u . Let x  be a first Q eigenvector of G . 
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 (1) If 0ux , then H  is a zero branch of G  with respect to x . 

 (2) If 0ux , then 0px  for every vertex p  of H . Furthermore, for every 

vertex p  of H , upxx  is positive or negative, depending on whether p  is or is 

not in the same part of bipartite graph H  as u ; consequently, 0qp xx  for each 

edge )(HEpq . 

Lemma 2.2 ([13]) Let G  be a connected non-bipartite graph, and let x  be a first 

Q eigenvector of G . Let T  be a tree with root u , which is a nonzero branch 

with respect to x . Then pq xx  whenever p  and q  are vertices of T  such 

that q  lies on the unique path from u  to p . 

Lemma 2.3 ([13]) Let 1G  be a connected graph containing at least two vertices 1v , 

2v , and let 2G  be a connected bipartite graph containing a vertex u . Let 

)()( 221 uGvGG   and )()( 211 uGvGG 
. If there exists a first 

Q eigenvector of G  such that 
21 vv xx  , then  )()( GqGq nn 

, with 

equality only if 
21 vv xx   and  


)(2

2 )(
uGNv vuuG xxd . 

Lemma 2.4 ([13])  Let 1G  be a connected non-bipartite graph containing two 

vertices 1v , 2v , and let P  be a nontrivial path with u  as an end vertex. Let 

)()( 21 uPvGG  , and let )()( 11 uPvGG 
. If there exists a first 

Q eigenvector x  of G  such that 
21 vv xx   or 0

21
 vv xx , then 

)()( GqGq nn 
. 

Lemma 2.5 ([14])  Let ),( dgUn  be the graph with some vertices labeled as in 

Fig.1, where gvvv ,, 21  are the vertices of the unique cycle gC  labeled in an 
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anticlockwise way. Let x  be a first Q eigenvector of ),( dgUn . Then, the 

following hold: 

(1) 
igi vv xx


  for 
2

1
,,2,1




g
i  . 

(2) 0
2

1

2

1


 gg vv xx , and 0
wv vv xx  for every edges vw  of ),( dgUn  except 

2

1

2

1  gg vv . 

(3)  
0

2

121


gg vvvv xxxx 
. 

Lemma 2.6 ([3])  Let G  be a graph of order n  containing an edge e . Let 

nqqq ,, 21  ( nqqq  21 ) and nsss ,, 21 ( nsss  21 ) be the 

Q eigenvalues of G  and eG  . Then 

11220 qsqsqs nn   . 

3. Characterization of the extremal graph 

Lemma 3.1   Let U  be the minimizing graph in ),( dgn  and P  be a 

diameter-path of U , then P  must encounters the unique cycle C , and 

   
2

1


g
CVPV  .  

Proof. Let 121 ,,,  dd uuuuP   be a diameter-path of U  and 

121 ,,, vvvvC g  be the unique cycle of U . Suppose that     CVPV  . 

Since U  is connected, then suppose that there exists a shortest path 

ksg uwwwv ,,,,, 21   connecting C and P , where swww ,,, 21   

      CVPVUV \ . Let x  be an eigenvector of  UQ  corresponding to 

 Uqn  and define graph 1U  
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Then in either case (indeed, they are isomorphic, without loss of generality, we 

choose 1U  be the graph with vertices labels as the latter), P  is still a diameter-

path of 1U , ),(1 dgU n  and     1CVPV  . And by Lemma 2.2, 

)()( 1UqUq nn  , a contradiction. Hence,     CVPV  , so, the diameter-

path P  encounters the cycle C  in U . 

Then we continue to define graph iU , ( 
2

1
,,2,1




g
i   ) 
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11
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In the graph iU , we can easily see that P  is still a diameter-path of iU , 

),( dgU ni   and     iCVPV  . And by Lemma 2.2, 

       
2

1321  gUqUqUqUq nnnn  . 

It doesn't continue to define graphs according to the above method, otherwise, it 

contradicts to that P  is the diameter-path, so P  must encounters the unique cycle  

C inU , and    
2

1


g
CVPV  .                                                

Lemma 3.2  Among all graphs in ),( dgn , ),( dgUn  is the unique minimizing 

graph. 

Proof. Let G  be a minimizing graph in ),( dgn , and let gC  be the 

unique cycle of G  on vertices gvvv ,, 21 . Graph G  can be considered as one 

obtained from gC  by identifying each iv  with one vertex of some tree iT  of 
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order in  for each gi ,,2,1  , where nn
g

i i  1
. Note that some trees iT  

may be trivial. 

Let x  be a unit first Q eigenvector of G , then there exists at least one i , 

( gi 1 ), such that 0
ivx . Otherwise, by Lemma 2.1(1), each iT ,  

( gi 1 ),  is a zero branch of G  with respect to x , and it follows that x  is 

the zero vector, a contradiction. We claim that each nontrivial tree jT  is a nonzero 

branch with respect to x . Otherwise, there exists a nontrivial tree jT  attached at 

jv , ( gj 1 ), such that 0
jvx . By Lemma 2.3, relocating the tree jT  from 

jv  to iv  for some i  for which 0
ivx , we obtain a graph in ),( dgn  with 

smaller least Q eigenvalue, a contradiction. We also claim that there is only one 

nontrivial tree T . If not, there exist two nontrivial trees, say iT  , jT  attached at 

iv , jv , respectively.  By Lemma 2.2 and 2.4, relocating the tree jT  from jv  to 

one vertex of tree iT  ( if ji vv xx 
), or relocating the tree iT  from iv  to to one 

vertex of tree jT , (if ij vv xx 
), we can obtain a graph in ),( dgn  with 

smaller least Q eigenvalue, it contradicts to the minimum of G . 

    We assume that duuuP  ,, 10  (let gvu 0  and 
2

1


g
dd ) is the 

diameter-path of the only nontrivial tree T . We claim that any vertex 

  PCGVx g
 \  is a pendant vertex, and if exists, it attached to the unique 

vertex 1du . First, we suppose that there exits a pendant path swwwP ,, 10  

( ds 2 ) attached to the path P . 

Case 1.  ds  , then we can see that 00 uw  . 
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If 
11 


ds uw xx , then replacing edge ss ww 1  by sd wu 1 , (otherwise, 

replacing dd uu  1 by ds uw 1 ). We can obtain a new graph G , and 

),( dgG n , by lemma 2.4, it followed that G  has smaller least 

Q eigenvalue, a contradiction. 

Case 2. ds 2 , then },,{ 100 sduuuw   , as the P  is the diameter-path 

of T . As the assumption that G  is a minimizing graph and 
0uu xx

sd



 ( by 

lemma 2.2 ), by lemma 2.4, we can see that sduw 0 . Then we compare  
1swx  

with 
1dux , by the same discussion as the Case 1, We can obtain a new graph G , 

and ),( dgG n , by lemma 2.4, it followed that G  has smaller least 

Q eigenvalue, a contradiction. 

So, any vertex   PCGVx g
 \  is a pendant vertex. 

Now, suppose that G contains at least one such star 
kuS , which has center 

ku , ( 2,,2,1,0  dk  ), as 
kd uu xx 

 1
 ( by lemma 2.2 ), denote by G  

the graph 

  


)( 1)( k
kuSk

kuS uNw duNw k wuwuG  

and ),( dgG n , by lemma 2.4, G  has smaller least Q eigenvalue, a 

contradiction. 

So, we can easily conclude that ),( dgUn  is the unique minimizing graph. 

 

Denote by ),( dgtn  the minimum of the least Q eigenvalues of graphs in 

),( dgn , that is, the least Q eigenvalue of ),( dgUn . 
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Lemma 3.3  ),( dgtn  is strictly increasing with respect to odd g , ( 3g ). 

    Proof.  Let ),( dgUn  with some vertices labeled as in Fig.1, and x  be a 

unit first Q eigenvector of ),( dgUn . Suppose that 5g , as 
11 


gvv xx  by 

lemma 2.5, replacing edge 12  gg vv  by edge 12vvg , we obtain a new graph 

),2( dgG n   , which satisfies that 

     dgtxdgUQxxGQx nn ,),(  . So,    dgtGq nn , , and hence, 

  dgtn ,2                                         

   dgtGq nn , . The result follows. 

Corollary 3.4  Among all graphs in )(dn , ),3( dUn  is the unique minimizing 

graph. 

     By the lemma 2.6 and lemma 3.1-3.4, we arrive at the main Theorem of this 

paper. 

Theorem 3.5  Among all graphs in )(dn , ),3( dUn  is the unique minimizing 

graph. 

Proof. Let G  be a minimizing graph in )(dn . Then G  contains at least 

an induced odd cycle, say gC . Let G  be a unicyclic spanning subgraph of G , 

which obtained by deleting an edge in every cycle except for gC  and maintain that 

),( dgG n . By lemma 2.6 and Corollary 3.4, we can see that 

             GqGqdgtdtdUq nnnnnn  ,,3),3( .                     

(3.1) 

As G  is a minimizing graph in )(dn , all inequalities in (3.1) hold as equalities, 

by Lemma 3.2 and 3.3, which implies that 3g , ),3( dUG n  and 

 ),3()( dUqGq nnn  . 
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Now, we prove that ),3( dUG n . Suppose that      dUEGE n ,3\ . 

Recalling the definition of G  and ),3( dUG n , the set     dUEGE n ,3\  

consists of some edges joining the vertices of 3C  and the vertices of T  or some 

edges within the vertices of T . So, for each edge     dUEGEuv n ,3\ , if x  

is a first Q eigenvector of ),3( dUn , then by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.5(3) we 

can see that 0 vu xx . 

Let x  be a unit first Q eigenvector of G . Then 

    
 

2

 


GEuv vun xxGq  

        
  

 
    

2

,3\

2

,3  


dUEGEuv vudUEuv vu
nn

xxxx  

        
  

  dUqxx nndUEuv vu
n

,3
2

,3
 

 

Since  ),3()( dUqGq nnn  , x  is also a first Q eigenvector of 

),3( dUn , so for each edge     dUEGEuv n ,3\ , 0 vu xx , a 

contradiction. Hence,      dUEGE n ,3\ , the result follows. 
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